CRET members: Geoff Schneider (chair), Keith Buffinton, Elisabeth Guerrero, Phil Kim, Michael Prince, Edmund Searles, Candice Stefanou, Gary Steiner, Katharina Vollmayr-Lee, Christopher Zappe (spring 2009: Jim Orbison and Alexandra Campbell-Ferrari)
March 2009: CRET (ad hoc committee appointed by Col) started working on teaching evaluations in general & student evaluation forms (SET) in specific

Nov. 2009: report from CRET: IDEA (+addit. questions + open ended questions)

Dec. 2009: pilot administration of IDEA evaluations

Nov., Dec.: further comments to
http://websurveyor.bucknell.edu/wsb.dll/s/2eg326 by Dec. 20, 2009

Spring 2010: final motions from CRET with regard to student evaluations of teaching

Spring 2010: alternative means for evaluating teaching

Spring 2010: open forums
today: comments, concerns about SETs (IDEA) only
intro to IDEA
first 15 minutes in small groups, please take notes (for CRET)
summaries and open floor discussion
please leave notes for CRET at end of forum
further comments to
http://websurveyor.bucknell.edu/wsb.dll/s/2eg326
by Dec. 20, 2009